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Soccer: Extra Time 
Heading soccer balls can 
lead to brain damage, 
U.S. study says 
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11:36AM. November 29, 20111 By NewsCore 

NEW YORK - Regularly heading a soccer ball - even Just a few Umes a day -
can lead to brain injury, an American study said Tuesday. 

Researchers used an advanced MRI-based Imaging technique to scan the 
brains of 38 amateur soccer players then compared the Images to the number 
of times they headed the ball during the past year. 

Players who frequently heeded the bal showed brain Injuries similar to those 
seen in patients with concussions, with researchers from New York's Albert 
Einstein CoUege of Medicine and Monteflore Medical Center reporting 
"significant injury• In those players who exceeded 1,000 to 1,500 headers per 
year. 

"Wlile heading a ball 1,000 or 1,500 Umes a year may seem high to those who 
don't participate In the sport, II only amounts to a few times a day for a regular 
player; lead author Michael Llp!on said. 

"Heading a soccar ball ls not an Imped of a magnitude that will lacerate nerve 
fibers In the brain." he added. "But repeUtive heading may set off a cascade of 
responses that can lead to degeneraUon of brain eels.• 

Researchers Identified f,ve areas of the brain - responsible for attenUon, 
memory and visual fundlons - that were affeded by heading, according to 
resuns announced at the annual meeting of the Radiological Society of North 
America, in Chicago. 

In a related study, researchers found that players who hea!led a ball most 
frequently performed worse on tests of verbal memory and psychomotor 
speed, a measure of hand-eye coordination. 

"These two studies present compellng evidence that brain Injury and cognlUve 
impairment can rasuH from heading a soccer ball wHh high frequency,• Lipton 
said. 
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